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1. Requirements
Android and iOS users
-

Android 7.1, iOS 10.0 or newer operating system
ENET Wi-Fi adapter, ENET cable – It is strongly recommended to use ENET Wi-Fi connection for its
fast speed and to reduce the risk of cables disconnecting
- Ethernet to USB adapter if using ENET cable
Check with the device’s manufacturer if your device is compatible with ethernet connectivity through a
USB - Ethernet adapter for ENET cable support. Alternatively, if you are using an ENET Wi-Fi adapter,
ensure your device has Wi-Fi connectivity. Here is a convenient table of requirements depending on the
connectivity method you choose:

ENET
1. Ethernet to USB adapter*

Wi-Fi
1. ENET Wi-Fi Adapter

2. ENET cable
*Choose Micro-USB or USB-C adapter to match your device

NOTE: The Micro-USB plug was replaced on modern devices with USB Type C. Determine which of these
two plugs is appropriate for your device and purchase any required adapters with the correct interface.
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Left: Micro USB – OTG adapter. Right: USB Type-C OTG adapter.

Left: Micro USB – Ethernet adapter. Middle: Lightning – Ethernet adapter. Right: USB Type-C – Ethernet adapter.

ENET cable (connected through an ethernet adapter to a phone)
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MG Flasher’s ENET Wi-Fi Adapter

We highly recommend purchasing good quality cables from source listed below. Some cables sold on the
open market are poor quality/design and could lead to complications during the flashing process.
ENET cables, Ethernet adapters and OTG USB adapters can be purchased on Amazon or eBay.
Shop MG Flasher
MG Flasher’s ENET Wi-Fi Adapter
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1. Configuration
To ensure your hardware is properly configured follow the instructions in this section. The first thing you
may notice on your Android screen is a notification of MG Flasher requesting permission to access your
connected peripheral. You must accept these requests for MG Flasher to connect to your vehicle.

Accept permission request to grant MG Flasher access to your peripheral.

ENET Wi-Fi Adapter
Plug the ENET Wi-Fi adapter into OBD port, open your device settings, find the appropriate Wi-Fi network
and connect. On iOS, ensure you enable Flight Mode. Please note, that you must return to your local WiFi or LTE/4G with internet connection to be able to check for support or download/buy new maps and
then switch back to the ENET Wi-Fi connection once more for flashing. Your device may have the option
to be connected to both the ECU via Wi-Fi and use Cellular Data for internet access if prompted with the
follow screen:

Select "Use Cellular Data" for internet access in order to download maps
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ENET Cable

Please note, that you must return to your local Wi-Fi or LTE/4G with internet connection to be able to
check for support or download/buy new maps and then switch back to the ethernet connection once
more for flashing.
NOTE: Prevent flashing failure from mechanical stress on the USB connection by leaving you device on a
flat surface.
iOS users should ensure Flight Mode is enabled and Wi-Fi disabled. The device should be ready to use, if
not, configure your device to use an Automatic IP under “Settings” -> “Ethernet”.
Android users must configure the ethernet adapter before first use. Under “Settings” -> “Connections” ->
“More Connection Settings” -> “Ethernet” set the Static IP to 169.254.250.250. Also confirm the following;
Netmask: 255.255.0.0, DNS Address: 0.0.0.0 and Default gateway: 0.0.0.0. You may also need to disable
Wi-Fi when connected with ENET cable.

In your device settings open “Connections” scroll down to “More connection settings” and open “Ethernet”.
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Tap to enable Ethernet, click "Configure Ethernet device", select "Static IP" and enter the IP addresses above. Save.

2. Connections
Let’s review how to connect your newly purchased hardware to your smart device and BMW.

ENET Cable
Find the OBD II port (in the driver’s footwell) and plug in the ENET cable to the OBD II port. Connect the
USB – Ethernet adapter to your device and the ENET cable to the adapter
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ENET Wi-Fi Adapter
Locate the OBD II port (in the driver’s footwell) and connect the Wi-Fi Adapter to the OBD II port.

3. Usage
If you have followed along and gotten this far without any problems, your android device is now ready
to use with MG Flasher. Launch the application and follow the usage instructions in our User Manual.
Enjoy!

4. Terms and conditions
Access to MG Flasher and its use is governed by the terms and conditions set out below. JR Auto
Performance Inc. reserves the right to make changes to the application and these Terms at any time.
These Terms and Conditions can override terms and conditions included within application. By accessing
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this app and webpage, you agree that you have read and consent to be bound not only to this Agreement,
but also to the Privacy Policy.
MG Flasher (referred as “application”) is owned and operated by JR Auto Performance Inc. (referred as
"we", "us" or "our"). The term "you” refers to the user of MG Flasher.
The application name and its contents including, but not limited to logo, name, intellectual properties,
graphics, text are trademarked, owned and copyrighted by JR Auto Performance Inc. The use or misuse of
this trademark or any other contents distributed via MG Flasher, except as provided in these Terms, is
strictly prohibited.
MG Flasher supposed to be used only for personal non-commercial purposes. Upon purchase you will
receive license to use under these terms and conditions. You hereby agree not to modify, copy,
reproduce, publish, transmit, distribute, transfer or sell any information or content included in the
system, software, products, or services obtained from or available as part of or in connection with this
application. Including, but not limited to, the text, graphics, audio and visual content, and code. You
agree not to resell, rent, sub-license or transfer any gathered data under this agreement, any products
purchased under this Agreement, nor to transfer any of your rights here under without the prior written
consent of JR Auto Performance Inc. We reserve all rights to terminate accounts, edit or remove content
and cancel activations at our sole discretion.

Privacy policy
This Privacy Policy applies to MG Flasher application and website and governs data collection and usage.
By using MG Flasher, you consent to the data practices described in this statement.
JR Auto Performance Inc. is committed to protecting your privacy and developing technology that gives
you the most powerful and safe online experience. Personal Information will only be used for the purpose
for which it was collected and will not be disclosed without your consent, except when permitted or
required by law. This information can include name, address, email address, user IP addresses in situation
where they have not been deleted, telephone number. Such information is only collected from if you
submit it to us, collected upon registration, use of application, email subscription, browsing the app. We
collect information necessary for the operation and to maintain quality, deliver the services you have
requested and communicate with you in the future. You hereby consent to receive communication from
JR Auto Performance Inc. to conduct research about your opinion of current services and new products,
services and promotions. We may sometime contact you on behalf of our external business partners
about an offering that may be of interest to you, but no personal information is transferred, sold or
disclosed to the third party.
Accessing this app and/or website, you accept fact that information and electronic mail passing over the
Internet may not be free from interference by third parties. We cannot guarantee the privacy of
information you are passing over the internet. The user shall be responsible for the content of all
communications to this app and/or website, including its lawfulness and accuracy.
You can withdraw your consent to the processing of your personal data at any time. The withdrawal of
consent to the processing of personal data does not affect the legality of the processing made based on
your consent before its withdrawal. Submit your withdrawal request to the following address:
info@MGFlasher.com
Disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability
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Neither we nor any third parties provide any warranty or guarantee as to the accuracy of the information
and materials found or offered within this app. We exclude liability for any such inaccuracies or errors.
Use of any information or products within this app is at your own risk, for which we shall not be liable. JR
Auto Performance Inc. disclaims any warranties with regards to this application and your purchase of any
products hereunder. You expressly acknowledge and agree that use of the licensed application, the
materials and services in the application are provided “As Is” and ”As Available”, JR Auto Performance will
not guaranty or make any representations regarding the use of, or the result of the use of, the material in
the application in terms of their, accuracy, reliability. It is your own responsibility to ensure that any
products, services or information available through this app meet your specific requirements. We are not
responsible for the contents of any links provided to third party web sites. You acknowledge that such
information and materials may contain inaccuracies or errors or that the application or the server that
makes it available are free of viruses.
Products offered within MG Flasher are for use only in competition closed course driving and may not be
legal for “on highway use”. JR Auto Performance Inc does not guarantee legality of any software used on
street driven vehicles. It is customer responsibility to check local low before purchasing and installing a
product. We are not responsible for any fees and fines received by customer due to failing to check
compliance with local law before purchasing and installing a product. Some items used and/or installed
by MG Flasher may void portions of your vehicle’s factory warranty and JR Auto Performance Inc. will not
be held liable. Damages caused by modifications, improper installations or improper use are not our
responsibility. We are not responsible for a repair costs, liabilities and damages occurred. Performance
software modification may involve risks like performance loss, engine failure, transmission failure, fire,
personal injuries (including all people travelling in the customer vehicle) JR Auto Performance Inc. is not
responsible for those risks. By submitting activation customer acknowledge he read and understands this
document and agree to be bound by its terms and would like to proceed with modifications.
Indemnification
You agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless (including legal fees) JR Auto Performance Inc., its
officers, directors, employees against and from any action arising from product installation, your misuse
of this product or the breach of any of the provisions of this Agreement. MG Flasher, any use of this
application and any dispute relating thereto to or to the products purchased therein shall be governed
and construed by the laws applicable to the Province of Ontario, without regard to conflict of law rules.
Both JR Auto Performance Inc. and you agree to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Province of Ontario.
Miscellaneous
This Agreement and the Privacy Policy shall constitute the entire agreement between the parties and
there are no other written or verbal agreements or representations relating to the subject matters
described herein. Should any provision of this Terms of Use be deemed invalid or unenforceable, those
provisions shall be severed from the Agreement, but shall not affect the validity of the other provisions.
As the terms of this Agreement may be modified at JR Auto Performance Inc. sole discretion, without any
obligation to notify you, we advise that from time to time you check this chapter to review the changes.
Your continued use of this app and webpage shall constitute your consent to any changes. Any changes
to these Terms and conditions between JR Auto Performance Inc. and you must be presented and signed
by both parties. Any inquiries, complaints or questions regarding this policy should be directed in writing
to JR Auto Performance Inc.
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Contact information
MG Flasher
info@MGFlasher.com
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